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A close-knit crew of wildly different people ride around on a spaceship having adventures. If you’re a sci-fi fan, there are very good odds that this synopsis describes one of your hooks into the ...
How Science Fiction’s Ensemble Stories Humanize Space
Two weeks ago in part 1, we explored the history of artificial sweeteners (AS) and debunked the claim that they have been proven to cause weight gain, the most infamous accusation against synthetic sw ...
Artificial Sweeteners – A Free Lunch, or an Obesogenic Carcinogen? What 80+ Studies Say (part 2 of 2)
Two days after Christmas in 1831, a soft-featured gentleman set sail from Plymouth, England, aboard a modest brig-sloop. The ship was embarking on a two-year voyage of exploration, and the ...
The Glory of Citizen Science
Physicist Guido Tonelli has spent decades constructing intricate instruments to probe the mysteries of matter. As part of one of the two main experiments at the Large Hadron Collider near Geneva, ...
A physicist goes in search of our origins
AI for Concept Discovery Proposals can use domain science challenges to inspire cutting-edge advances in machine learning to accelerate discovery of new concepts and better understand phenomena in the ...
Dear Colleague Letter: Advancing Discovery with AI-Powered Tools (ADAPT) in the Mathematical and Physical Sciences
So far, we’ve only been able to see what the inside of a black hole might look like thanks to computer graphic rendering, like those seen in the movie Interstellar. Despite Einstein's prediction of ...
Black holes, aliens, multiverse & Mars: Space TED talks you need to watch
It certainly sounds like science fiction, but for the vast part it’s definitely not. Mason is a geneticist and computational biologist who has been a principal investigator and co-investigator on no ...
Going to other planets is a moral duty, it’s just a matter of making it safe
Researchers like Steven Caliari at the University of Virginia believe a cure for fibrotic diseases is possible. His research aims to reveal the cellular mechanisms that turn on the disease process.
What makes good fibroblasts go bad?
The Terre Haute Children’s Museum promises to make this summer “Like No Summer Before.” “2020 gave us an opportunity to re-think everything,” said Renee Henry, director of education at the museum. “We ...
Terre Haute Children's Museum announces summer programs
A radio telescope built by robots in a crater on the far side of the moon could reveal the mysteries surrounding the beginning of the universe. The mission is a concept for now, but the project has ...
Lunar telescope could reveal the Dark Ages of the universe
“The new Middle School Explorations: Chemical Reactions e-book helps students achieve a deep understanding of key STEM concepts via three-dimensional ... school that span a variety of science ...
New Investigations Now Available for Middle School Science Teachers to Help Engage Students in Three-Dimensional Learning
After soaking up the Martian sunlight to recharge its batteries, it continues its explorations of terrain ... who is part of the Mars Science Helicopter concept team. The science such traits ...
First in Flight: NASA Just Proved Flying on Mars Is Possible—Next Up Is the Solar System
Municipal and county officials across the Lehigh Valley are working on Climate Action Plans, but weighing public funds against the effects of global warming is still a sticking point for some, and it ...
Balancing taxpayer money and climate change, Lehigh Valley municipal, county officials plan for a greener future
As astrophysicists and avid science ... propulsion concepts such as thermonuclear propulsion, but optimistic near-future designs still top out at a few percent of the speed of light. Large distances ...
If Earth falls, will interstellar space travel be our salvation?
Education flowers this year. Steady discipline and organization produce valuable results. Taking a new tack with your partner this spring leads to summer’s personal breakthrough. Make a ...
Horoscopes and celebrity birthdays for Wednesday, May 26
A computer serving as a gateway to your land in virtual utopia. A piece of land on a blockchain-based real estate economy accessible only digitally and having no physical existence is called Virtual ...
Virtual Real Estate: Stuff Science Fictions Are Made Of
"The new Middle School Explorations: Chemical Reactions e-book helps students achieve a deep understanding of key STEM concepts ... a variety of science disciplines including physical science ...
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